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ABSTRACT

This thesis celebrates the work of care, caregiving for a person and caretaking for a building. It argues that these two maintenance processes are worthy drivers of architectural design as they are central to the relationship of people to their built environment. This project develops a design system for an intentional caregiving community based on three maintenance strategies: programming care, layered care and zoned care. This system is tested through the design of gathering hub for a caregiving community in the Laurentian region of Quebec. The design intervention includes three central buildings, each functioning as a gathering space and a facility for domestic work in tandem. At the scale of the settlement, building and detail the proposed architecture strives for community self-reliance and building longevity as a result of user engagement in building maintenance.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Thesis Outline

This thesis explores how a design system focused on maintenance can encourage self-reliance of a care-giving community in the Laurentian region of Quebec. This exploration challenges our current caregiving facilities by investigating intentional communities and proposing that building maintenance can be an instrument for social and technological transformation. These claims are tested through the development of a gathering hub and associated construction system. This architecture celebrates communal gathering and domestic work in tandem.

Care for a person and care for a building are reciprocal systems. Through use and upkeep the inhabitants of a building ensure its longevity. Maintenance of both the building and the life within it is achieved through the consistent and appropriate frequency of restoration. This is in response to the many instances when the relationship between building and user becomes static rather than dynamic. Such an instance occurs when the building is not designed to comfort and delight its inhabitants, or when the users do not fully engage with the care for their buildings.
Historically caretaking becomes a more pressing topic in times of waning resources or at times of innovation when new technologies reduce the effort required to maintain our homes. For example, the development of passive building systems in response to the 1973 oil crisis or the programmatic shifts of collective living project of 19th century England in the wake of the industrial revolution. Dolores Hayden describes these projects and the intention behind them:

Both home economists and authors of futurist fiction tended to argue that human evolution would gradually bring about a society where technology lightened all labor and encouraged the socialization of domestic work. They wrote about the late twentieth century or the year 2000; they prophesied cooperative housekeeping in some future time when human relations were perfected.1

The social and technological circumstance of our era is not one of perfected relations between people and buildings, in particular, when it comes to allocation of resources for housing and caring for vulnerable populations.2 There continues to be ample opportunity to propose efficient, self-reliant methods to distribute the domestic work of care for our buildings and their inhabitants.

Examples of buildings and settlement projects designed as systems to address eras of waning resources.
(i) Marie C.C. Morfit's cooperative house. (from Lynn F. Pearson, The Architectural and Social History of Cooperative Living)
(ii) Shaker Community Organization (from Dolores Hayden, Seven American Utopias: The Architecture of Communitarian Socialism)
(iii) Saskatchewan Conservation House (from ecohome.net)
(iv) Energy Flow in a Closed System Habitat. (from Farallones Institute, The Integral Urban House: Self-reliant Living in the City)
This thesis is positioned within the architectural discourse in terms of caregiving and caretaking. Three strategies for maintenance are developed from research on these two themes. These strategies are then tested in the design development of an existing intentional caregiving community.

Chapter 2 introduces caregiving systems with particular attention to the deinstitutionalization of people with developmental disabilities. The typology of village communities is investigated through the Camphill movement and in comparison to a variety of communal living projects that divide and champion domestic work. Inspired by these project the first of three maintenance principles is introduced: Programmed Care.

Chapter 3 introduces care taking systems through theories of building as a temporal system. These theories include shearing layers as an organizer of maintenance activity and thermal delight as a compliment to building program. Principles of Layered Care and Zoned Care are defined from the relation of these theories to the social context of a village community discussed in chapter one.

Chapter 4 suggests how the three principles of building maintenance are applied to an architectural project. First the specific environmental and cultural context of an existing caregiving community are analyzed. From this analysis, site, program and a kit of parts construction system determine parameters for buildings that valorize domestic and maintenance activities. The results is a typology of building that marries these activities with social/gathering programs. This idea is illustrated through the design of a community hub for an existing caregiving community in the Laurentian region of Quebec, Maison Emmanuel.
Critical Position

Maintenance has power over architecture.
Architecture has little power over maintenance

Hilary Sample’s *Maintenance Architecture* introduces projects with that focus on the care of buildings, in contrast to the typical representation of architectural projects. One of these projects is Mierle Laderman Ukeles’ 1969 *Manifesto for Maintenance Art*, part of a proposal for an exhibition called *CARE*. Ukeles subverted the invisibility of maintenance by performing the care of a building as a central part of her artistic practice. Her work was a validation of domestic and institutional maintenance. The goal of this thesis is of a similar character, it seeks to reveal and celebrate the cycles of care that fuel community life and considers how these acts can be the primary driver of architectural practice.

Acts of caregiving for people and caretaking for buildings are “invaluable and invisible”. 80% of the care for Canadians with long-term health, disability or aging needs are met through informal care and up to 80% of the total cost of building goes to operation and maintenance. Both caregiving and caretaking are maintenance systems that would benefit from critical architectural judgement.

Maintenance occurs in routine cycles. The activity of changing bed sheets and sweeping up after meals are characterized as much by the objects associated with them (beds and tables) as how often they are performed (weekly and daily). The same is true of routines of maintenance for larger building components. Within the complex system of a building there are many components, each with associated care routines. The frequency of maintenance cycles depends on the intensity of use and existing condition of the entity being cared for.9

This thesis positions care as a valuable, compelling part of a building culture.10 ‘Care’ activities include both caregiving for a person and caretaking of a building. Both instances include the roles of caregiver and care receiver, although the actor in each role may shift over time. This project argues that architecture based on care-systems in which both caregivers and care receivers are actively engaged can foster a positive reciprocal relationship.

The pursuit of such an architecture supports a healthy building culture in the terms set forth by Howard Davis:
In a healthy building culture, buildings of meaning and value are being made by people who are themselves, improving their lives through making those buildings. The various parts of the culture reinforce each other and make it stronger, its customs and rules are understandable and make sense... The health of a building culture lies partly in its ability to produce artifacts of long-term human and spiritual values.11

To successfully support such a building culture requires the architecture have rules that govern a system of construction while still allowing opportunities for inhabitants to adapt and change their buildings over time. In this project the rhythms of caregiving and caretaking influence the rules of the building system.

Similar arguments about building systems comprise of fixed and flexible components have been made by many other architects, since the rise of mass housing.12 In 1961, John Habraken divides architecture into Supports which are governed by the community and Detachable Units which are governed by the individual.13 Building off the work of Frank Duffy, Stewart Brand famously theorized buildings in layers defined by their lifespan and associated maintenance cycle in 1991.14 This project synthesizes these models by categorizing an architectural project into layers of varying life cycles and user interaction. These three categories are: armature, appliance and activity. The hardware is divided into armatures and appliances, while the software is referred to as activity. This model highlights the sites of exchange between the building and the inhabitant.

(i) Building Layer (from Stewart Brand, How Buildings Learn)
(ii) Layout of Supports (from John Habraken, Variations)
Armature, appliance and activity are applied to the development of a kit of parts construction system for an intentional caregiving community. Armature is the relatively immovable structure, for example a bed or dining table. Appliance is the moveable object associated with the armature. It is the surface the user comes in contact with, often influencing the comfort and delight of the inhabitant, for example bed linens or chairs. Lastly the activity is the human effort that acts on the appliance, for example changing bed sheets weekly or lifting chairs off the ground after each meal to sweep the floor. The proposition here is that a building can be designed to reveal itself as an object to be maintained by the inhabitant.

The typology of an intentional community is appropriate for this study because there are clear patterns of living and working within the same buildings and the active caregiving relationships already existing between inhabitants. The success of the system relies on sensitive analysis of available resources in the given community (skills, labour, material, tools).
CHAPTER 2: CAREGIVING SYSTEMS

Caregiving Facility Typologies

The attitude towards domestic tasks in a given caregiving facility is influenced by facility type. The following sections will compare institutional, dispersed, clustered and village models of caregiving.

Caregiving for adults who can no longer or never could live independently takes place in a variety of facility types. This project investigates how the architecture of a caregiving facility influences the load of domestic work associated with providing support for a group of adults. The population in need of special care of particular interest to this project is people with developmental disabilities (PWDD), however the principles of caregiving and caretaking can be expanded to include those marginalized for other reasons, such as mental health and old age.

Since declining in the 1970s, institutions as the primary care facilities for PWDD have all but disappeared, in the wake of reports of neglect and abuse. As of 1990 familial homes or residential group homes are the widely accepted model for care of PWDD. The impetus for deinstitutionalization was to promote equal opportunities for PWDD for inclusion and participation in their communities. Residential facilities with a resemblance to familial environments were the chosen building typology as these settings provide an opportunity for normalized, intimate relationships.

Residential facilities typically take the form of dispersed or clustered group homes, a minority in the category of clustered group homes take on the form of village community. While the distinguishing factor between dispersed and clustered
group housing is merely the proximity of the residential facilities, a village community typically includes a variety of buildings including workshops producing goods and gathering buildings for recreation and cultural events. This project is concerned with this distribution of program as an opportunity to support efficient use of community resources while enhancing the cultural and social life of the community.

The distribution of communal programming may also have a connection to supporting the needs of the individual. Promoting situations that encourage self-determination of PWDD, meaning our individual right to make autonomous choices, has become a focus in the field of disabilities studies.\textsuperscript{19} There is no significant difference in reported levels of self-determination between dispersed housing and most clustered housing models, other than an increase reported by individuals in village communities.\textsuperscript{20}

Current models of care facilities are not an automatic avenue for PWDD to gain autonomy.\textsuperscript{21} Simply moving to a less restrictive accommodation does not lead to enhanced self-determination, and in turn improved quality of life, in PWDD. Rather this move must be paired with meaningful support to make one’s own decisions.\textsuperscript{22} Such support is reflected in the built environment through increased mobility and social inclusion.\textsuperscript{23}

This project acknowledges the theme of self-determination of the individual and focuses on self-reliance at the community scale, particularly in relation to the deployment of community resources towards construction and maintenance of communal buildings.
Village Communities + The Camphill Movement

Many village communities are associated with a larger movement, such as L’Arche (begun by Jean Vanier in 1964) and the Camphill movement (begun by Karl König in 1940). Both Movements were begun with the intention to find an alternative to institutional models of care. Caregivers and the individuals they care for live alongside one and other in familial scale homes, sharing education, employment, recreation and long-term relationships. The caregiving program of a village community is sustained by a commitment to communal living and supported by buildings that allow for a rich social exchange.

The Camphill movement was founded by a group including the Austrian pediatrician Karl König, whose work was informed by Rudolf Steiner’s teachings in Anthroposophy. Their first building was an abandoned Church of Scotland Manse in Inche, Scotland. Their goal was to build intentional communities that would support the dignity, humanity and purpose of the individuals under their care. This movement has developed into more than 100 communities, in more than 20 countries in Europe, North America, Asia and Africa. The majority of Camphill Communities are purpose built villages, born from the goal for cultivating a healthy community that is relatively uninhibited by prevailing economic and social constraints. Since their founding these communities have been subverting the institutional model of a caregiving facility through their social and built organization.

These communities are characterized by a specific building and material culture. The architecture of these communities shares stylistic attributes such as: built forms generated from geometries favoring open angles, attention to introducing natural daylight into indoor spaces and the use of natural materials and
soft colours in finishes. Camphill communities run handcraft workshops such as pottery, weaving and candle making. The products of these workshops are used within the community as well as sold in community shops alongside produce and baked goods from their gardens and bakeries. Two guiding design principles which inform this culture are supporting the connection of inhabitants to nature and maintaining a robust social life for all residents. This thesis proposes there are opportunities to integrate the self-reliance exhibited by the Camphill workshops with the design and maintenance of the buildings that house these communities.

A study of the patterns of settlement of eight other Camphill communities was conducted (Appendix A). These communities offered a convincing precedent of how the work of caregiving for a person can be integrated into communal living activities. The proposed design for Maison Emmanuel, the community selected for further investigation, applies this integration to a communal system of caretaking for a built environment.

Caregiving Facility Typologies

- INSTITUTIONAL
- DISPERSED
- CLUSTERED
- VILLAGE
Reprogramming Domestic Work

In western society caregiving is wrapped up with patterns of domestic work. These sectors have historically fallen outside our market of paid work and continues to be taken up largely by women. The patterns of performing this work are influenced by the distribution of areas and machines to perform tasks like cooking and cleaning. The goal of shifting kitchens and laundries into communal areas is the efficient deployment of resources and division of labour. This is exhibited in the Melusina Fay Pierce’s 1860s concept of cooperative housekeeping,
which proposed community plans that removed the kitchen and laundries from the private households and introduced these programs in one communal building. With a similar goal of sharing resources for domestic work and to encourage a rich social life, the first Danish Cohousing project implemented a common house as a central driver of their community plans in 1966. In 2016 Anna Puigjaner investigated a similar subversion of typical single-family homes in her work on “The Kitchenless City” and with her firm, MAIO. In her research Puigjaner proposes that alternative forms of areas for domestic work, such as communal kitchens, are a better reflection of our current social patterns. Spanning more than 150 years, these are three examples of subverting the programmatic organization of a single family home in an effort to foster efficient division of labour and the social life of a community. This project introduces building maintenance along with activities of cooking and cleaning as domestic tasks to be reprogrammed.

**Maintenance Strategy 1: Programming Care**

Programming Care is the reframing of maintenance as a communal activity, one which is central to patterns of living and working at the scale of the building and community settlement. This strategy proposes that maintenance work be integrated into the rhythms of communal gathering with a community system. An analysis of the specific cultural rhythms and resources of a community is required to determine opportunities to pair maintenance and communal activities.
Cultural Cycles of an Intentional Caregiving Community
Due to the centrality of ritual and routine in intentional caregiving communities, repetition in the cycles of days, months, years etc. are pronounced. This offers inspiration to consider the cycles of building construction and maintenance with a similar attention to its repetitive nature. Understanding a building in terms of its maintenance cycles makes it impossible to isolate the role of the architect to solely the design and construction administration of a building. Instead, the architectural design of a building must anticipate the wear and subsequent repair of a building.
The design of a building may be either internal or external depending on the skills within a community. Materials in the recycling phase of building demolition can be considered 'internal' to a community. Not every maintenance job will require all four variables of labour, materials, skills and tools. The life cycle of maintenance may shorten as building systems age. 

Building Life cycle including Maintenance in terms of Internal and External Resources
CHAPTER 3: CARETAKING SYSTEMS

Facilities Management + Architecture

In 1992 Frank Duffy, a pioneer in the professionalization of Facilities Management, argued the value of an architect to a construction project is understanding the needs of the user, the performance capacity of a building and the management of both over time. His insistence of time as a key ingredient to the design process hints that the role of the architects stretches beyond the completed construction of a building into its occupancy. Duffy describes a time-based design strategy, saying:

Design should be much more fundamental: the skilled and cost-sensitive allocation of physical resources, despite uncertainty, inadequate information and shifting goals, to solve immediate as well as longer-term accommodation problems of users, clients and society at large. Design in this sense is by no means the exclusive preserve of architects but, by virtue of their training, they are in an excellent position to apply knowledge and judgement--not to mention ethics--to solving difficult and controversial problems which often have very long consequences indeed. Facilities managers will recognize here a strong echo of the development of definitions of their own sphere of responsibility--which have moved away from the diurnal and technical towards the long term and the strategic.33

If the architect is to design in terms of strategic systems it is necessary to define the parts of the system of a building and characterize them relative to each other.

Building in Layers

John Habraken defined a building system in two parts; the supports, which are fixed at the initial construction of a building and are the domain of the community and the detachable units which are open to variation and are the domain of the individual. This definition acknowledges the inevitable change brought to the building over time, by the inhabitant. Therefore, the parts of the building system defined by the architect, the
supports, should be informed by the context of the user. This includes their access, ability and resources to act on those supports to adapt them to suit their individual patterns of dwelling. This project positions caretaking for a building as a central ritual of dwelling and therefore organizes supports and detachable units based on the forces that wear down a building.

There are two central drivers of wear on a building: climate driven wear and user driven wear. Climate driven wear applies to the structure and envelope subsystems of a building. These components fall in the Habraken’s category of supports. As climate is specific to site the strategies to mitigate this type of wear differ depending on context. User driven wear is specific to the cultural context of a building, as well as the type and frequency of use. The user driven wear on a building is analogous to the detachable units, as Habraken defines them, and includes the engines and operable components of a building. This definition of first building subsystems, and then the layers of building assemblies, in terms how they wear can inform a strategic method of allocating resources for building maintenance.

Detailing a building envelope involves organizing layers of an assembly. The enclosure provided by this layered building envelope distinguishes outdoor from indoor, giving shelter to and supporting the program of the inhabitants. As building cultures change, so too do the number and complexity of these layers. To accommodate a desire for highly conditioned environments, contemporary building assemblies include layers to mediate air temperature and humidity. Both the materials characteristics of each layer of a building assembly and the connection between them determine their performance over time.
In the 1990s Frank Duffy and then Stewart Brand consider a building as a composite of layers of varying life spans. For Duffy these are Shell, Services, Scenery, and Set. Brand expanded these layers to his own Site, Structure, Skin, Services, Space Plan and Stuff. Each layer is characterized function and its rate of decay. Their proposal, that a building is only the sum of it different layers, is significant to a discussion about maintenance as it suggests that refurbishment of a building ought to occur for each layer depending on its associated life-span. Designing a building with this in mind would lead an architect to pay attention to the function of the building, and the people who will maintain it, in terms of layers that change at different frequencies. Maintenance of the layers becomes a continuous part of inhabitation, rather than an invisible process from new construction to total decay.

It is fundamental to acknowledge these different layers and recognize that a building’s decay will occur at a variety of rates. However, in the realm of maintenance, this is only useful if one can clearly replace a layer with a shorter lifespan, while leaving those still intact and unscathed. Therefore, the application of Brand’s theory of layered buildings to this discussion of maintenance is only useful when paired with attention how the building can communicate to the inhabitants the need for maintenance. This would require the addition of yet another ‘S’ to Brand’s description of buildings layers: a Script. The ‘Script’ could be intrinsic to the building (visually, material change, separation of program, areas) or it could also be a compliment to the building (in a manual in the form of a book or an application associated with a digital device). Three examples included in this design are continuous floor and ceiling finish layers, accessible machines and active walls. Each of these methods of detailing a building allow for ease of installation
and replacement and when used continuously throughout a building complex become a didactic component of the building culture.

Achieving this strategy for refurbishment of building assemblies requires that building layers are organized so that those closest to the surface, in need of the most frequent repair, are built for ease of maintenance. The characteristics of this process must also fall within the labour, skills, tools, material resources available within a given community. Such a system extends engagement in the building culture from those within the construction industry to the inhabitants of the building.

Active Inhabitants

This project suggests that architecture can also activate inhabitants by operating in line with their cycles of dwelling. This is apparent in the Quebecois vernacular building type called “Maison Bloc” in which the family dwelling is connected to workshop areas by way of an interstitial space, usually a summer kitchen. This is an elegant approach that organize space not only by program but also by climate. The result is that inhabitants use the three distinct areas of their building differently depending on the season. To apply this to contemporary energy efficient models, such as Passive House, which rely on an airtight building with significant insulation, the building should not be conceived of as a singular sealed climate but rather a progression of differently conditioned spaces. This strategy allows for programs which are humid (kitchen and bathrooms) and therefore require more frequent maintenance to be isolated in a different but adjacent air tight layer of dryer areas (the living and sleeping rooms). This also allows for more thoughtful use of interstitial climate zones like winter gardens, summer kitchens and passively warmed workshops.
Expanding the palette of interior climates from only warm/dry, to warm/humid, cool/dry, and cool/humid, not only isolates areas of the building vulnerable to rot but, is an opportunity for celebration of a variety of interior experiences. Lisa Heschong’s “Thermal Delight in Architecture” provides a framework for the value added to a building when climatic monotony is avoided. Another dimension is added to the palette of thermal zones when the architecture acknowledges passage of time through the season, suggesting to the inhabitant that spaces may be occupied differently in Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring.

Maison Bloc Typology (from Jean-Claude Dupont, Habitation Rurale Au Québec, 1978.)

Studies of Climate Zoned Plans
Inhabitants can similarly be activated through architectural forms that relate to their daily cycles of work. One example of this is the building and interior design of Shaker communities, in which buildings were included in the toolkit of daily domestic work. At the scale of the dwelling, Shakers designed built-in furniture to ease building maintenance such as wall mounted railings to hang chairs allowing the floor to be swept and large drying racks built into interior walls. At the scale of the building, the Shaker round barn serves as an example of form derived from the patterns of daily communal work. Both scales the participation of the inhabitant is inherent to the care of the building.


Diagram of Shaker Interior Elevation demonstrating strategies to activate walls for inhabitant interaction.
Maintenance Strategy 2: Layered Care

Layered care suggests that building assemblies be organized in relation to the relative service cycle of each layer. With a focus on self-reliance, the details of each layer are further defined by the resources (skills, materials, labour and tools) necessary to replace/refurbish them. This project focuses on how building assemblies can be designed to allow for ease and economy of maintenance. Separating parts of the building into their respective cycles of maintenance is an effort to reduce the need to replace entire building assemblies unnecessarily. With a focus on self-reliance, this principle defines which layers are to be maintained by inhabitants and which require external resources.

Maintenance Strategy 3: Zoned Care

Zoned Maintenance is a seasonal approach to occupancy, concerned with ‘thermal delight’ of inhabitants. Based on the understanding that the wear on a building depends on the program and occupancy of a given space this principle suggests that the organization of adjacent areas of a building be based on climate as well as function. Zoned Maintenance extends the study of isolated building assemblies to the whole building as a system and suggests that the overall longevity of a building the layout of rooms will be informed by climate, and related maintenance needs. This principle requires a specific understanding of the climatic context of a given project.
CHAPTER 4: THE ARCHITECTURE OF CARE

Situating

There are two central intentions of this design. First, is to introduce a building typology that marries domestic work with communal gathering to an existing community. Second, it to suggest a community based construction system to build and maintain these buildings. The specific community for this pilot project is Maison Emmanuel, who describes themselves as:

A community of people, some of whom have special needs, living together in the Laurentian hills. Located an hour north of Montreal, our community of 45 people is nestled in a valley on old farmland, in the midst of the forest. Maison Emmanuel, member of the North American Council for Anthroposophic Curative Education and Social Therapy, is inspired by the philosophy of Rudolf Steiner and modeled on the worldwide Camphill movement.42

Maison Emmanuel was established in 1983 about 4 km from the highway and 10 km from Val-David, Quebec (population 4450). For the past 35 years this community has continuously developed their property.43 Today it amounts to 4 residential homes, a farm consisting of cows, horses, chickens and approximately 1500 m² of vegetable gardens, three workshops facilities and an office/administration building. This organization also has a satellite property on the main street of Val-David which includes a fifth residential house, a café and small retail store where products from the workshops are sold, and a pottery workshop that is run with the support of local artisans.

For many years this community has discussed the construction of a community hall that would provide them with gathering space for community meetings, religious services, drama and dance workshops and festivals to mark the passing of the seasons.44 Currently these activities are taken up in a 50 m² room in the basement of one of the houses.
Map of Regional Resources showing two community properties near Val-David, QC and Val-Morin, QC (from Open Source Map)
While the community property is extensive (about 5.7 ha), providing many opportunities to spread out construction projects, this design proposal situates the new construction amongst existing workshop buildings, between a two-lane country road to the north and vegetable gardens, sloping towards a valley, to the south. The proposal flanks a pedestrian pathway that leads to three community houses to the west. This position integrates the program of gathering and the exterior maintenance of this area, such as snow-removal or clearing leaves and brush, into the existing rhythms of the community. These proposed buildings create communal open area between them, onto which the program of each can extend.

This phase of community development creates a gathering hub, separating programs associated with gathering into three main buildings and two pavilions. Between the three central buildings and the existing workshops a communal open area is created. This space becomes a continuation of a pedestrian pathway meandering between buildings and around to the gardening area, with a view over the valley. The two pavilions, a chapel up a hill with a view over the valley and a swimming change room, down the valley near the community pond, act as spokes off this gathering hub that invite inhabitants to gather in smaller groups and engage further in the landscape. The separation of the program into multiple building supports the piecemeal settlement of the community over time, allowing for the project to be implemented with many small investments and affords the opportunity for community reflection between each phase. This project proposes the addition of 500 m² of gathering space to be added to the existing 1500 m² of this settlement.
Site model showing Existing Settlement and Proposed Gathering Hub
The project is an addition to the continued settling of the Maison Emmanuel property to support the self-reliance and social life of this community. To achieve these goals the elements of the existing settlement was observed. This observation included drawing gathering spaces and the circulation through them as well as documenting the resources of community workshops. The additions to this existing logic are to be in the service of developing Maison Emmanuel as a ‘village community’, therefore an analogous descriptive drawing was made of the neighbouring village of Val-David. In particular the circulation through both sites was analysed by type and speed of circulation (thoroughfare, village street, pedestrian lane).
Settlement Site plan with Gathering Hub:

1. KITCHEN + GREENHOUSE
2. LIBRARY + BUILDING MAINTENANCE WORKSHOP
3. HALL + COMMUNAL LAUNDRY
4. CHAPEL
5. SWIMMING CHANGE ROOM
Settlement Section with Gathering Hub
Circulation Patterns with Existing and Proposed Gathering Programs at Community Site
Circulation Patterns with Existing Gathering Programs at Village Site
Application of Maintenance Strategies

Programming Care

Gathering in this proposal includes areas of cross-programming between celebratory spaces and spaces associated with domestic work. The programs of theatre, library, and communal dining are paired with laundry, maintenance workshop and kitchen respectively. This marriage of a social space with a facility for collective work is expressed architecturally by bringing areas normally regarded as service zones (kitchens, maintenance workshop, laundry) into the core of the building. These cores are designed to invite collective work rather than isolating these tasks to service rooms. This strategy is already evident in the layout of the residential kitchens at Maison Emmanuel, but is less successful in their laundry facilities and greenhouse.

Central to the philosophy behind this community is that caregivers and those in need of care share their lives and work. The result is that much of the caregiving work is absorbed into the patterns of daily domestic life together and the social nature of the workshops. Cross-programming celebratory areas with programs of communal work serves the same purpose. These programs were selected based on an analysis of the existing workshops at Maison Emmanuel.

These workshops include bakery, woodwork, candle making, weaving, pottery and farm/garden. The resources of these workshops were analysed in relation to their application to the building maintenance process, as well as the social exchange they provide between Maison Emmanuel’s two sites. The resources associated with these workshops provide parameters for the scale and material articulation of the proposed buildings.
Analysis of Community Workshop Resources in Terms of Armature, Appliance and Activity
Layered Care

The articulation of this architecture is governed by a construction system calibrated to the resources of the community. This construction system is a kit of parts allowing for piecemeal interventions on an overall building form to support continuous replacement and refurbishment. It is comprised of permanent components (structure, engines and envelope) and more flexible operable components. To encourage ease of maintenance these components are informed by the detail principles of active walls, accessible machines, and continuous layers.

A formal analysis of the existing building of the site shows the use of gabled cross section, (useful for shedding snow) and the inevitable additions and adaptations of solariums to catch the warmth of early spring sun, awning to shield the house from the heat of mid-summer and covered porches for outdoor autumn meals. The proposed kit of parts allows for such flexible conditions, within the parameters of set dimensions and components that acknowledge the 4 distinct seasons of the community context, the choreography of caregiver and care receiver and to allow for ease of replacement and refurbishment. The components of this kit are brought together in configurations to suit the rhythms of the community.
Existing community buildings demonstrating supports and detachable units

Strategy to Integrate Interstitial Spaces into Building Profile
Construction Kit of Parts: Structure, Envelope, Engines and Thresholds

**STRUCTURE**
- SETS BUILDING DIMENSIONS
- MANAGEABLE DIMENSIONS
- EASE OF ASSEMBLY
- FLEXIBLE FORM

**ENVELOPE**
- DETERMINES THERMAL ZONE + SEASONAL PROGRAM AREAS
- UNINSULATED, TRANSPARENT
- INSULATED, WET AREAS
- INSULATED, DRY AREAS

**ENGINES**
- FOCUSES PROGRAM

**THRESHOLDS**
- TRANSITIONS +/OR BREAKS
- COMMUNAL PROGRAM, NEGOTIATES GRADE

**VESTIBULES**
- PORCHES
- RAMPS

**HEATING ELEMENTS**
- PLUMBING ELEMENTS

**LIGHT WOOD SCISSOR TRUSSES**
- UNINSULATED, TRANSPARENT
- INSULATED, WET AREAS
- INSULATED, DRY AREAS

**MANAGEABLE DIMENSIONS**
- EASE OF ASSEMBLY
- FLEXIBLE FORM
Construction Kit of Parts: Operable Components

SHAKER CLOSET

MODULAR COUNTERS

RETRACTABLE WALLS

LAUNDRY RACKS

SEASONAL SOLARIUMS
Zoned Care

The program of each building is positioned so that activity can spill from the interior to the open communal space between them. This not only changes the use of the space for community members throughout the year but also increases overall capacity of the space to host larger seasonal events. Stepped seating positioned around the theatre allows performances to occur facing into the communal open space. Opening the two barn doors of the maintenance area allows large jobs like refinishing doors and windows can be carried out on sawhorses outside. And the dining area of the communal kitchen can extend to a covered summer kitchen with an outdoor wood stove to be used year round.

This core is the centre of a conditioned zone laid out with specific attention to the choreography of a caregiver and a person in need of care, leaving space for work to be done in tandem. These conditioned zones open onto an unconditioned gathering space oriented to passively gain warmth from the sun. As the seasons change so too do the gathering spaces. Their functions flexing in response, spilling out onto adjacent porches in the summer and fall and retreating towards the cores of the building in winter and early spring.
Inhabitation

The rich social and cultural life of this community is perpetuated by the daily, weekly, monthly and yearly routines of collective workshops and festivals that mark the passage of time. The inhabitation of the proposed buildings can therefore be understood on these different cycles.
Plan of Gathering Hub and Gardens

1. Kitchen + Greenhouse
2. Library + Building, Maintenance Workshop
3. Hall + Communal Laundry
4. Gardens
Plan of Gathering Hub
Cross Section of Communal Kitchen/Greenhouse in Fall Season

Long Section of Communal Kitchen/Greenhouse in Winter Season
Cross Section of Communal Kitchen/Greenhouse in Fall Season

Long Section of Communal Kitchen/Greenhouse in Winter Season
Cores and Structure of Proposed Buildings
Narrative of Community Cycles

On yearly cycle, while some community members prepare an Easter meal in the communal kitchen, others work starting to seed plants in the greenhouse. The preparation of the meal can be done in small group the entire length of the communal dining hall. Modular tables and counters, of varying heights, offer flexibility for work in small groups or pair to be done between the wood fire stove and dishwashing station.

On a weekly cycle: The meetings between caregivers and administrators take place in the second-floor library. Their organization of the finances, workshops and cultural life of the community now has a direct connection to community maintenance as the meeting table looks onto the maintenance workshop below. Built in storage shelves pass from the first to the second floor, further joining the two programs. To the other side of the library is a small café/store area, where products from community workshops can be sold. As it is adjacent to parking lot and public entrance this area welcomes the public for community events.

On a daily cycle: While community members engaged in drama, dance and seminar classes occupy the first floor of the theatre space, the choreography of laundry takes place on a gallery level that encircles the performance area. This communal laundry allows for sorting, washing, and drying on operable racks, either inside over the theatre space or out second floor window in warmer weather. The performance of fresh clothes blowing in the wind becoming a backdrop for artistic performances.

On a seasonal cycle: The program of each building is positioned so that activity can spill from the interior to open com-
munal space between them. This not only changes the use of the space for community members throughout the year but also increases overall capacity of the space to host larger seasonal events. Stepped seating positioned around the theatre provide the opportunity for performances to occur facing into the communal open space. The two barn doors of the maintenance area allows large jobs like refinishing doors and windows to be carried out on sawhorses outside. The dining area of the communal kitchen can extend to a covered summer kitchen with an outdoor wood stove to be used year round.

At its basis this seasonal shift, like all the architectural strategies employed in this project, is operating to encourage the social life of the community by supporting their cultural rhythms. This architecture invites their active involvement in the work of caregiving and caretaking by encouraging their activities, both domestic and celebratory.
Interior View of Communal Laundry/Theatre
Exterior view of Community Gathering Hub
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

This thesis shows that developing a sustainable system for long term care should be approached at the scale of the settlement, building and detail. It suggests that a robust caregiving community will have a high level of self-reliance with a tendency towards communal living and working. This project positions caregiving and caretaking as central rituals of dwelling, proposing that inhabitants gain agency in a building culture when a settlements reflects their cultural life and encourages their self-reliance. Study of the cyclical nature of ritual and routine in intentional caregiving communities points to opportunities to marry instances of collective living with necessary maintenance activities. This projects suggests a maintenance strategy based on principles of programmed, zoned and layered care to arrive at a building typology that champions the domestic labour of care.

The challenge of providing caregiving to vulnerable populations exists and is increasing in Canadian society. Acknowledging our social system of care as a technology to be improved through design opens the opportunity for architects to offer strategies to meet this challenge. This may require the architect to cast themselves in role of caregiver/caretaker by accepting an ongoing relationship to their buildings and the communities they serve throughout the entire life-cycle of building with all of its maintenance cycles.
APPENDICES

Appendix A: Camphill Community Case Studies

In Summer of 2017 I was awarded the Bruce and Dorothy Rosetti Scholarship to fund a research trip associated with this thesis. With this funding I was able to visit eight Camphill communities in Scotland, Germany and Canada. Like the Camphill movement, my travel began near Aberdeen, Scotland, with visits to five communities: from a school for children to an elderly care home. In Scotland I also visited the office of Camphill Architects, which provides architectural services to communities in the United Kingdom and beyond. I then visited two communities in Germany. Returning to Canada, I spent a week visiting a Camphill inspired community in Québec. These visits showed how the same community typology can be applied to various landscapes and scales.
Camphill School Estate

Camphill communities are intentional caregiving communities for people with developmental disabilities. The Camphill movement was founded in 1940 in Scotland by a group of Austrians, fleeing war-torn Europe. Camphill’s central founder a pediatrician named Karl König, developed much of the theory on which these communities are based. In an excerpt from a lecture given at Newton Dee Community, 9th August 1964, Karl König explains the threefold social order:

The idea of the Threefold Social Order was not to determine these three spheres. The idea of the Threefold Social Order is the way to divide and to distribute these three spheres. In the sphere of Rights all men are equal. In the sphere of Economy we should establish a sort of brotherhood and help each other. In the sphere of Spiritual Life each of us should be free – free in what he likes to have, to believe, and so on.47

Visiting the Camphill Estate School, and in particular Camphill House one of the oldest buildings of the movement, offered historical context for the subsequent settlements I visited. Particular to this site is the extensive schoolhouse, hosting many day students along with those who live full time within the Camphill’s houses.
Murtle Camphill Estate

The Camphill Hall on the Murtle Estate has become the archetypal form for all subsequent gathering spaces in these communities. This is in part because it is a spatial expression of the “Three-fold Social Order”. In her book Living Buildings: An Expression of Fifty Years of Camphill, Joan de Ris Allen’s description of the early years of the Camphill Movement gives a picture of the necessity of balancing agricultural work, building maintenance, social life and spiritual-cultural festivals in order to create a sustainable community. In reference to the library in this main house, pictured below, Allen writes

“It was also vitally necessary to have a place where weekly religious services could be held for both the children and adults. A large, low-ceilinged sitting room on the first floor of the house was reserved as the ‘special space’ for the latter activities. From its window one can look southward over the rolling fields and hills of the Scottish countryside to the mountains in the distance.”48
Newton Dee Camphill Community

Newton Dee Camphill Community encompasses about 200 residents, around half having special needs and the others are mostly co-workers and their families. Particular to Newton Dee, and very central to this research, is the unique of the architectural design firm “Camphill Architects”. This firm is housed in one of the buildings on the Newton Dee grounds. One of the three full time architects/technologists that works there has been a resident at Newton Dee for several years. Many of the communities I visited have medical or educational professional practices associated with them, however this is the only instance of an architectural practice. This firm services the surrounding communities in Aberdeen as well as others in the UK and the US. The themes of balance between private versus shared space on the scale of the home and the balance between the culture of the community and the relation to the neighbouring villages on a community scale, were central to my discussions with one the architects.
Lehenhof Village Community

Lehenhof Village Community is located about 70 km away from the Lake of Constance in the south of Germany. I have an appreciation for both the distance and the steep climb up to the community site, as I opted to cycle from the lake to this community. Had I been wiser, I could have taken a bus as there is a bus stop and an artful bus shelter just inside the community grounds. This was the only example I saw of a community taking on construction specific to a public transit network. All of the communities that I visited, except for Simeon which is amongst a residential development, are settled far back from the road. There was typically a long driveway or country road that links the entrance of a given community to a major circulation artery. The topography of this site is characterized not only by the means of accessing it but also by the layout of the buildings. There are a few crescents, around which buildings are clusters, but in general buildings, particularly new ones, and those associated with farming gesture to the south east, towards a brilliant view to the lake.
Beannachar Camphill Community

Beannachar Camphill Community, a community of about 60 people, 28 adolescence individuals with special need (about half live full-time on the Beannachar grounds and about half are day students) and 28 co-workers (about half long-term and half short-term). Beannachar is an intriguing architectural case study in contrast of building form as two of the residential houses are contained within a 19th century house, while the other two are purpose built houses. One of the long-term co-workers took me on an extensive tour of the building and was very thoughtful in her description of the formal tension of living communally in a building designed with a served and a service wing. The solution was to split the function of the house into two distinct ‘houses’, Silver Birch and Sycamore. The lessons learned from adapting this building were poured into the communal design of the Rose and Linden, the purpose-built houses. Particularly evident in the Rose house are the themes of spontaneous social gathering and enhancing the familial scale units of the community.
Tennental Village Community had the largest agricultural area of any of the communities I visited. The approach and surroundings of the community are less wooded then those in Scotland. Upon arrival at the community, visitors are first greeted by the store and community hall, pictured below. From here the community is organized along a circulation spine for cars and pedestrians. In the eastern direction, the wide path gently meanders through residential houses. Particular to Tennental is a housing form that is repeated five times. These ‘M’ shaped buildings are large, symmetrical duplexes. The front façade is organized so the largest angle of the ‘M’ creates a shallow courtyard to receive residents, while the points of the form houses glassy winter gardens. Foot paths give the opportunity to walk around the buildings and the smaller, private courtyards in the back. Again, a glassed-in veranda allows for an interstitial space between indoor and out. Down the western direction of the street you arrive at workshop buildings, while the fields are located south of the east-west axis.
Maison Emmanuel

I worked at Maison Emmanuel as a live-in caregiver in 2012-2013, so my visit there in October was a chance to look as a familiar place through a new lens. Maison Emmanuel is a community of about 40 people, with approximately a 1:1 ratio of caregivers to people with special needs. This year the community will celebrate its 35th anniversary. Just over a generation old, Maison Emmanuel has a constant stream of construction. As their population has been relatively stable over the past years their focus on building has been directed new configurations for their workshops. This community has recently taken on the full operations of a café and bakery in a nearby town.
Simeon Camphill Community

Simeon is an expression of the progression of the Camphill Movement over time. This community is in close proximity to Newton Dee, Murtle and the Camphill Estates, however while the other three are sited between the river Dee and a two-lane highway on large plots of wooded land, Simeon is north of the highway in a residential neighbourhood. On the grounds of this community are two elderly care homes, one built in the 1980s and another recently finished, and a home for adolescent individuals with developmental disabilities. Many of the elderly residents have been members of the Camphill Movement, including a woman who knew Karl König in her childhood generously sat and spoke with me during my visit. The crescent shape of this building echoes the Newton Dee Hall and Community Store. However in this instance the more public face of the building is on the tighter inside curve of the crescent, with private ensuite apartments lining the larger curve of the form. This gives the opportunity for each resident to have an individual entrance onto a generous outdoor terrace.
Characteristics of Camphill Communities +
Their Architectural Implications

Gesturing towards Community through Building

A circular form is often used a strategy for communal meetings. Individuals turn inward to the group creating a space between them. This organizing principle appears in many Camphill buildings resulting in buildings with geometries based on open angles. In general, I saw complete forms (full circulars, pentagons, heptagons) used as the layout form in several of the smaller chapels. While partial curves (a crescent, two axes meeting at an obtuse angle) were employed for larger gathering buildings like community halls and stores. The complete form of the smaller chapels operates as destination and resting place. While the larger buildings use the opportunity of the crescent form to have a different character on one side or the other.

![Courtyard Created by Crescent Form](image)
Choosing a Familial Scale: Life-sharing as a model of caregiving

It was remarked to me that once a house is built for a group larger than a nuclear family passages between rooms typically become long corridors. Although these passages are necessary to some degree, there should be care taken to animate them with social interactions. Houses in Camphill communities are modelled after a familial scale in an effort to maintain lively home life for all residents. However, as families grow, particularly as long-term coworkers find partners and have children there can be a desire for an intermediary between the nuclear family and larger care home group. One house at the Newton Dee Camphill negotiates the desire of a two care workers to remain part of the caregiving home while having an increased level of privacy for their young family through one wing acting as an independent apartment by virtue of having a devoted entrance.
Eating Together: Communal Mealtimes and the Dining Table

Eating together at a communal table is a central to the familial scaled-relationships in Camphills. As several communities that I visited host both full-time and day-program individuals lunch-time can be a larger group than breakfast or dinner. The Been nachar community has employed dining room tables which grows and shrinks to elegantly facilitate this ebb and flow of people.

Flexibility through User Interaction

Enacting a Three-fold Social Order: Camphill Halls

The original layout of the Camphill Hall at the Murtle community reflects not only the concept of a three-fold social order but also the tripartite of body, mind and spirit. Each part having an analogous function in the hall typology: chapel for spirit, mind for auditorium, body for stage. The logic of this plan was expanded to incorporate a larger foyer and service areas. This addition was to be as generous as possible while still maintaining the original formal lines of the building.
Rhythm of the Seasons: Building with Natural Light

One of the Camphill Architects I spoke with emphasized that any building should be in the service of enhancing the human connection to nature. This can be achieved through physical and visual connection from inside to outside and through imitation of the exterior environment’s scale and qualities on the inside of the building.

Acknowledging the Individual: Private versus shared Dwelling

In Camphill communities there is a balance to struck between the needs of the individual and the needs of the community. One trend in this balance told to me by a member of the Beannchar community was the shift away from dormitory style rooms towards individual rooms. This became a strategy for an overall building at the Simeon elder care community. In this instance the architect used the long perimeter of the back side of the building to give each resident a private terrace that is separate but connected to a larger community-wide outdoor patio.
Appendix B: Field Notes from Maison Emmanuel

October 11, 2017: Visit to Maison Emmanuel /Presentation

I presented for about 40 minutes to the ‘House Representatives’ weekly meeting in the ‘study portion of their meeting, before they moved on to their regular weekly agenda. I printed a seven-page document for each person at the meeting and used that as a tool to frame the presentation. The presentation was as follows:

COVER PAGE: How the design of a community plan and hall fits into my Masters thesis as the design component. An explanation of the cover photo of Madelena at the Maison Julia table as an image that expresses the centrality of ritual and routine to life at Maison Emmanuel, something I hope to honour in my architectural proposal.

COMMUNITY CYCLES DIAGRAM: This diagram is my attempt to document the passage of time and significant events at Maison Emmanuel. At the time frame of day, a week, the festival year, the agricultural year, the regional cultural year. The final two cycles which have yet to have much information and will be central to this study are the life cycle of a building and the life cycle of a community.

OVERALL SITE PLAN: I described that I was drawing the map at this scale to include for the Val-Morin Community and the Val-David Community to express the connection between the two and to acknowledge that any construction become a facility for the immediate community but also the region.

TWO SITE PLANS: These were simplified diagrams of the Community and Val-David sites. I noted that the work I do for the thesis will consider both sites however the interest of this group
**FURTHER RESEARCH**

As I do research for this project I am using this chart as a tool to organize design intentions. Through this organization I can find themes that ultimately translate into ways of laying out rooms and transition spaces.

---

**Research Method Page from Presentation to Maison Emmanuel**
may be solely on the Community site as that could be the practical location for construction.

CAMPHILL PRECEDENTS: Here I described my travel to Scotland and Germany. I also presented the book ‘Living Buildings’, talked about the archetypal Camphill Hall. I described the communities I had seen through site plans that show live/work/gather spaces and through photos of gathering spaces (foyers, chapels, outside buildings)

FURTHER RESEARCH: I showed my ‘pattern language matrix’, highlighting that this just demonstrates my goals on the academic side of digesting theoretical text and translating into spatial experience.

CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE: I presented empty timelines with the years of the community on one axis and # of residents, developments in construction and changes in community culture on the other. I tasked the members of the meeting to fill in this document to the best of their ability.

COMMUNITY MEMBERS RESPONSE: The architect who design Maison Micheal, Maison Ceres and Maison Ellyn gifted Inge plans for a hall in the 90s. It was remarked that it was in a ‘mini-Goetheanum’ style and that at that time as the population of the community was still very young the program of the building was a central hall with workshops around the perimeter.

It was noted that the idea for a hall has been a discussion ever since with a few iterations.

At the time of this plan the hall was thought to be developed between the existing 4 buildings as a sort of ‘heart’ of the community
With the development of the dome and the purchase of the land between the dome and the office there become of interest for the community.

The community has been in contact with an architect to develop plans for such a hall. The plans for an office renovation (in the service of getting part of the project underway) and of the overall hall were presented.

The plans for an office renovation and a hall were presented by the Educational Coordinator. It was explained that the current office building is no longer suitable and there is a desire to remedy this in the meantime while a hall is being developed.

The community members responded positive to the plans for the office building but wanted to wait on the design for the hall.

The concerns were voiced that the design for the hall fell too quickly into a discussion about room sizes rather than an overall site study, that the form and appearance of the building is unclear, that the plans suggest a boxy building and that the pitch of the roof (and suggested roof form with two intersecting pitches) seemed questionable in terms of construction and proportion.

It was asked what my opinion of the ‘anthroposophic style’ of architecture was, I explained that I have concerns about copies of solely style, that the expertise and culture of the local building trades was important to take into account and that I felt Tietz & Tietz had been good role models for me in this regard.
October 12, 2017: Discussion with Richard, head of maintenance at Maison Emmanuel.

As he was fixing a door on the upstairs balcony at Maison Ceres that had a finicky handle, the lower half of the door had already been repaired with the addition of a plywood board to keep the heat in over what must have been a whole. Richard remarked that Renaud, the farmer and wood workshop master had been tasked to make a new door. Richard remarked this was a big job and as it was Autumn Renaud was occupied with the harvest of the garden.

This led me to ask about the seasonality of maintenance work, Richard noted that as the garden and farm become less of a priority outside the growing and harvesting season the winter can be a time for smaller construction jobs in houses. [this I interesting as it relates the building cycle to the agricultural cycle, it also presents a distinction between the season for the larger construction of buildings (spring-autumn) and the season for repair, furniture construction and interior construction (winter)]

I asked Richard what the most common repairs at the community were, he said plastering and painting walls. This is due to intentional damage by residents and unintentional wear and tear, particularly from wheelchairs. We discussed that this could be remedied by a reinforcing material (like wood) on the lower 4 ft of an interior wall.

-Richard also remarked, gesturing to an outdoor light, that any replacement or failure in electricity is costly. He said if you had a simple problem like this at a private home you might quickly do the rewire on your own, however in the community as an electrician must be called in the cost for a simple job
can be high. [this made me think about distinguishing which jobs are taken on by the community and which ones by an outside trade, the question of furniture repairs for example can be taken on the community. This is a reminder to think about the categories of meubles and immeuble that Christine Macy brought up in reference to Le Corbusier's Unite d’Habitation]

In response to a question about how he organizes the maintenance of the community Richard said there are frequent group maintenance meetings, that members of each house come to him directly, that he works with one of the residents often and that he has a never ending list. [Maintenance is a constant]
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